Exceed expectations with the e-reserve system
that works for you.

The e-reserve system designed
to work the way you work

The Ares system
automates library
reserve services,
provides
around-the-clock
access to reserves
collections,
includes integrated
copyright
management
services, and saves
time for faculty
members and
library staff.

With more customization and addon
capabilities for greater integration with other
library and campus systems, Ares is the
e-reserves system “that plays nice with others.”
Easily accepts data from other systems,
reducing the amount of time spent re-keying
information. From within the Ares client you can:
• Search your OPAC without using Z39.50
• Search articles in Google Scholar and
proprietary journal databases
• Search titles in Amazon.com to populate
bibliographic information quickly
• Plus, any addon configured for ILLiad can
be adapted for use with Ares

“We’re very happy
with the service
and productivity
enhancements we’ve
gained since making
the switch from our
previous reserves system.
Our faculty members
really like the capabilities
they have in Ares.”

Provides easy, flexible ways to manage, track,
and pay copyright. Staff can look at copyright
status at any point in the queue and choose
to fulfill copyright through the Copyright
Clearance Center (CCC) or go direct to the
publisher/ individual rights holder. Ares is
the only reserve system integrated with the
CCC’s Annual Copyright License.
Mirrors ILLiad to facilitate cross-training.
Ares 4.0 has been designed to mirror the look
and feel of ILLiad. From the Customization
Manager to enhanced printing capabilities, staff
familiar with ILLiad will find it easy to use Ares.

Increases staff productivity. Faculty can easily
upload their own reserves, freeing up reserve
staff time. Staff can use flags to define item status
(e.g., needs copyright processing), prevent two
people from opening the same item, and have
several processes going on simultaneously.
Batch uploading of scanned items saves time
and with custom search capabilities staff can
find information quickly. Ares is Unicode
compliant and accepts all date formats.
Allows instant access to usage statistics.
Instructors can access statistics on the website,
eliminating the need for library staff to produce
reports. Faculty can quickly see what materials
are being used by students and evaluate
whether to continue putting the same material
on reserve. When reports are needed, staff can
save and share them with others.
Integrates with external e-learning systems
such as Blackboard, Moodle and
Desire2Learn (D2L). One login and interface
simplifies access to course reserve
information. Ease of use encourages faculty
to go in and check the accuracy and status
of their reserves regularly. The ability to clone
classes reduces the amount of time it takes for
faculty to prepare for classes each term.

Learn More

Sign up for a web demo at www.atlas-sys.com or email ares@atlas-sys.com for more information.

Every Atlas customer site receives superior service and support from our Training & Library Solutions team,
including a dedicated Customer Service Agent who knows your library and experienced
library consultants who can help you get the most from your Atlas software.
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